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The three commonly used propellant systems; H2/O2, RP-1/O2, and solid propellants;
primarily radiate as: molecular emitters, non-scattering small particles, and scattering larger
particles, respectively. Present technology has accepted the uncoupling of the radiation analysis
from that of the flowfield. This approximation becomes increasingly inaccurate as one considers
plumes, interior rocket chambers, and nuclear rocket propulsion devices. This study will
develop a hierarchy of methods which will address radiation/convection coupling in all of the
aforementioned propulsion systems.
The nature of the radiation/convection coupled problem is that the divergence of the
radiative heat flux must be included in the energy equation and that the local, volume-averaged
intensity of the radiation must be determined by a solution of the radiative transfer equation
(RTE). The intensity is approximated by solving the RTE along several lines of sight (LOS) for
each point in the flowfield. Such a procedure is extremely costly; therefore, further
approximations are needed. Modified differential approximations are being developed for this
purpose. It is not obvious which order of approximations are required for a given rocket motor
analysis. Therefore, LOS calculations have been made for typical rocket motor operating
conditions in order to select the type approximations required. The results of these radiation
calculations, and the interpretation of these intensity predictions are presented herein.
The study is still in progress. The inclusion of the selected radiation model into a
coupled CFD solution will be reported at a later date.
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Wide band model correlation parameters for various gases
Band Location Pressure Parameters Correlation Parameters
A (8t) n b a0 Yo wo
[/zm] [cm- I/(g/rn")] [cm- I]
i
H:O m = 3. rh = 3652cm -I, 77,_= 1595cm -], r/3 = 3756cm-J, g,t = (1, 1, 1)
71/a.ma '0c = 140cm -1 l 8.6v/'_'+0.5 44,205 0.14311 69.3
(Rotational)
(0,0.0)
6.3 _xm qc = 1600 cm -I 1 8.6 v'7 + 0.5 41.2 0.09427 56.4
(0.1.0)
2.7/sin '0c= 3760cm -I
(0,2.0) 0.2
(1.0.0) 1 8.6 .v/_" + 0.5 2.3 0.13219 b,c 60.0 b
(0,0. I ) 23.4
1.87/a.m '0c - 5350cm -l 1 8.6-,,/V* 1.5 3.0 0.08169 43.1
(O,l,1)
1.38/._m v/< -- 7250cm -t 1 8.6 _/V+ 1.5 2.5 0.11628 32.0
(I,0,I)
C02 m = 3, "01 = 1351cm -], '02 = 666crn -l, "03 = 2396cm -l, gk = (1,2, I)
15/_m "r/c = 667cm -l 0.7 1.3 19.0 0.06157 12.7
(0.1,0)
10.4/a.m '0c = 960cm -i 0.8 1.3 2.47x 10 -9 0.04017 13.4
(-I,0,I)
9.4 _.m _c = I060 cm -I 0.8 1.3 2.48×10 -9 0. I 1888 lO.I
(0,-2,1)
4.3_m 7), = 2410cm -_ 0.8 1.3 llO.O 0.24723 II.2
(0.0,1)
2.7 ,u,m '0c = 3660 cm -1 0.65 1.3 4.0 0.13341 23.5
(1,0,1)
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rsdianceCW/cm2/micron/sr) v$ _velength(miccon)
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,T_ECTRAL RADIANCE Iwart_lc, m 2._;-_mr)
MEASURED ANALYTICAL
SYMBOL O
SIMULATED ALTITUDE 34,58 km 35.M km
CHAMBER PRESSURE N.S alum M.1 am_
EXIT PRESSURE 0.71 aml 0.74 a_m
O_C,zH , PROPELLANTs, O/F- 2.25 EQUILIBRIUM
COMPOSITION ASSUMED FOR PREDICTION MEASURED








SPECTRAL RADIANCE lwaccsrcm2._ . tier)
0









SIMULATED ALTITUDE 36.58 km 36.5E km
CHAMBER PRE_;$URE 74.3 arm 68.1 arm
EXIT PRESSURE 0.73 ,m_ 0.74 arm
02/C2H4 PROPELLANTS. O/F - 2.25 EQUILIBRIUM
COMPOSITION ASSUMED FOR PREDICTION MEASURE[
DATA FROM CAL TEST RUN 2425-52. SCAN 3
O o
2,0 2.5 3.0 3.5
SPECTROMETER
,/'/- FIELD OF VIEW
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